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COVI D- 1 9 , the Yule- Sim pson paradox and research 

evaluat ion 

Zhiqi Wang1 and Ronald Rousseau2,3 

 

Abstract  

The Yule-Sim pson paradox refers to the fact  that  outcomes of 

comparisons between groups are reversed when groups are combined. 

Using Essent ial Sciences I ndicators (ESI ) , a part  of I nCites (Clar ivate) , 

data for count r ies, it  is shown that  although the Yule-Sim pson 

phenomenon in citat ion analysis and research evaluat ion is not  common, 

it  isn’t  ext remely rare either. The Yule-Simpson paradox is a phenomenon 

one should be aware of, otherwise one may encounter unforeseen 

surpr ises in scientometr ic studies. 

Keyw ords Yule-Sim pson paradox;  Relat ive citat ions;  Scientometr ic 

comparisons between count r ies 

 

I nt roduct ion: COVI D- 1 9  vict im s 

This work is meant  as an illust rat ion of Simpson’s paradox, also known as 

the Yule-Simpson paradox (Yule 1903;  Simpson 1951) . We use the 

COVI D-19 pandem ics as an occasion to show how some basic 

mathemat ical observat ions apply to many aspects of life, in this case 

vict ims of the COVI D-19 pandemics and scient ific cont r ibut ions of 

count r ies as measured by citat ions per publicat ion.  
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On June 22, 2020, R.R.’s local Flem ish newspaper, De Standaard,  

ment ioned that  in any age group men have a higher COVI D-19 infect ion 

fatality rate ( I FR)  than women, but  in the total populat ion of Belgium  

women have a higher I FR, see Table 1, as taken from this newspaper 

art icle (De Smet  2020) . The I FR is the probability that  one dies, given that  

one is infected. 

Table 1  I nfect ion fatality rate in different  age groups for men and women 

in Belgium (June 2020)  

 

 

The fact  that  in any age group men have a higher infect ion fatalit y rate 

( I FR)  than women, but  when br inging all age groups together the opposite 

is the case, seems to be cont radictory. This phenomenon is well-known in 

stat ist ics and is known as Simpson’s paradox. Being a quality newspaper, 

De Standaard also ment ioned that  the data of Table 1 reflect  Simpson’s 

paradox (a term  not  often used in dailies) . I n this case, the underlying 

reason is that  there are much more older women than men in Belgium . 

The reporter got  his informat ion from  an – yet  unpublished -  art icle by 

Flem ish colleagues (Molenberghs et  al. 2020) . Data shown in Table 1 have 

been updated recent ly, but  do not  det ract  from  the fact  that  in June 2020 

the best  available data showed the Yule-Sim pson paradox.  

The Yule- Sim pson paradox 

Simpson’s theoret ical example 

The Yule-Simpson paradox (Yule 1903;  Simpson 1951;  Blyth 1972;  

Gardner 1976)  is an expression of a counter- intuit ive result  that  may 

Age groups Men ( % )  W om en ( % )  

0-24 0.00 0.00 

25-44 0.02 0.01 

45-64 0.29 0.14 

65-74 2.92 1.61 

75-84 5.56 3.35 

85 and older 13.2 11.07 

All ages 1.18 1.31 
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occur in stat ist ical aggregat ions. The paradox refers to the fact  that  

outcomes of comparisons between groups are reversed when groups are 

combined. Real-world exam ples have been observed in surgery (Charig et  

al. 1986) , clinical t r ials (Rücker and Schumacher 2008) , ecological studies 

(Allison and Goldberg 2002;  Clark et  al. 2011)  and, citat ion analysis 

(Ramanana-Rahary et  al. 2009) , among others.  

Let  us consider the following example shown by Sim pson (1951) .  I t  

appears that  the two sets of data separately support  a certain hypothesis, 

but ,  considered together, support  the opposite hypothesis. Simpson 

provided the following fict it ious case related to the outcom e of a medical 

t reatment  (Table 2) . 

Table 2  Simpson’s survival data 

 Male  Fem ale  Total 

Untreated 4/ 7 =  57%  2/ 5=  40%  6/ 12 =  50%  

Treated 8/ 13 =  62%  12/ 27 =  44%  20/ 40 =  50%   

 

There are 52 cases in total. Among the male population 4/7 ≈ 0.57 of 

the untreated survived, while 8/13 ≈ 0.62 of the t reated ones did. Hence 

the t reatment  had a posit ive effect  among males. Among the females, 2/ 5 

= 0.4 of the untreated survived, while 12/27 ≈ 0.44 of the treated ones 

did. So, also among the female populat ion, the t reatment  had a posit ive 

effect . However if we consider the whole populat ion (br inging males and 

females together)  we see that  among the unt reated ones 6 survived and 6 

died, and among the t reated ones 20 survived and 20 died, point ing at  no 

effect  from  the t reatment .  

 

The general framework 

The Yule-Simpson paradox occurs in the following situat ion. Three 

stochast ic var iables are involved:  X, Y, and Z. I n Simpson’s example X 

takes two values:  surviving or not  surviving;  Y also takes two values:  

being t reated or not ;  and Z represents males or females ( these are the 

ones that  are brought  together) . For the COVI D-19 case, X represents 
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dying or not  from COVI D-19;  Y represents males and females, and Z 

represents different  age groups (here the age groups are brought  

together) .  

Now the Yule-Simpson paradox occurs if the following happens (Blyth, 

1972) :  X takes values A and A’ ( the complement  of A) ;  Y takes values B 

and B’ ( the complement  of B) ;  Z takes values C1, C2, C3, … (and if there 

are only two outcomes possible, we denote them by C and C’) .  

For all j=  1,2,3,… :  P(A |  B and Cj)  >  P(A |  B’ and Cj)   

and yet :   P(A |  B) ≤ P(A | B’)  

Here P ( . |  . )  represents a condit ional probability. We also say that  the 

Yule-Sim pson paradox occurs if:  

For all j=  1,2,3,… :  P(A |  B and Cj) ≥ P(A | B’ and Cj)   

and yet :   P(A |  B )  <  P(A |  B’)   

 

I ntuit ively one m ight  think that  as P(A| B)  is an average of the P(A|  B 

and Cj)  and sim ilar ly for P(A| B’)  and the P(A| B’ and Cj)  the paradox is not  

possible. Yet , the point  is that  these averages have different  weight ings 

(Blyth, 1972) . We further note that  if Y and Z are independent  then the 

Yule-Sim pson paradox is not  possible (Blyth, 1972) . 

The Yule-Simpson paradox and its interpretat ion can be illust rated 

graphically using so-called median fract ions. As we did that  already in our 

previous art icle (Ramanana-Rahary et  al.,  2009) , published in this journal,  

we refer the interested reader to that  publicat ion.  

A short  overview  of som e histor ical cases of the Yule- Sim pson 

paradox 

As suggested by a reviewer we provide some details on other histor ical 

cases of the Yule-Simpson paradox.  

A well-known histor ical example relates to tuberculosis deaths in 1910. 

Referr ing to Cohen and Nagel (1934, page 449) , Wagner (1982)  shows 

that  although the overall mortality rate was lower in New York City than in 
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Richmond (VA) , the opposite held when data were st rat ified into whites 

and non-whites.  

One of the best -known examples of the Yule-Sim pson paradox is a 

study of possible gender bias among graduate school adm issions in 1973 

to the University of California, Berkeley. On the whole, male students 

were more likely than female ones to be adm it ted. However, when 

exam ining the individual departments, it  appeared that  six out  of 85 

departments were significant ly biased against  male applicants, whereas 

four were significant ly biased against  female ones. A detailed study of the 

data by Bickel et  al.  (1975)  revealed that  female students tended to apply 

to more compet it ive departments with low rates of adm ission whereas 

men tended to apply to less compet it ive departments with high rates of 

adm ission. I t  was concluded that  there was no bias from  the side of the 

universit y, but  a select ion bias on the part  of the applicants. 

Julious and Mullee (1994)  analyzed data obtained by Charig et . al.  

(1986)  on the efficiency of two t reatm ents to remove kidney stones (open 

surgery vs. percutaneous nephrolithotomy) . The new technique proved 

successful on the whole, but  st rat if icat ion by the size of the kidney stones 

led to different  conclusions. The confounding factor was that  surgeons’ 

choice of t reatment  was not  random  but  influenced by the size of the 

stone. This exam ple supported the necessity to use random  t r ials. 

We next  illust rate this exam ple with the real data in the form  of a 

cont ingency table (Table 3) . 

Table 3 . Successful removal of kidney stones (Charig et  al., 1986)  

 Large stones Sm all stones All 

Open surgery 192/ 263 =  73%  81/ 87=  93%  273/ 350 =  78%  

Percutaneous 

nephrolithotom y 
55/ 80 =  62%  234/ 270 =  83%  289/ 350 =  83%   
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The stochast ic var iable X takes the values successful or not ;  Y takes the 

values open surgery or percutaneous nephrolithotomy, and Z takes the 

values large stones or small ones. 

Finally, we discuss Yule’s or iginal example (Yule 1903, p. 133) . This 

case is related to the study of inheritance and is formulated different ly.  

Yule provides ( fict it ious)  data on a t rait  that  is not  hereditary in the male 

line, and neither in the female line, but  occurs with a different  probability .  

Br inging data together in equal proport ions suggests inheritance, which is 

the wrong conclusion.  

Table 4 . Male line (has or does not  have the t rait )  

 Son has Son does not  have 

Father has 25 25 

Father does not  have 25 25 

 

Table 5 . Female line (has or does not  have the t rait )  

 Daughter  has Daughter  does not  have 

Mother has 1 9 

Mother does not  have 9 81 

 

Table 6 . Mixed (sum table)   

 Offspring has Offspring does not  have 

Parent  has 26 34 

Parent  does not  have 34 106 

 

Whether or not  the father has the t rait ,  the probabilit y that  his son has 

it  is 25/ 50 =  50% ;  whether or not  the mother has the t rait , the probability  

that  her daughter has it  is 1/ 10 =  9/ 90 =  10% . Yet  making these 

calculat ions in the sum table yields 26/ 60 =  43%  and 34/ 140 =  24% . Yule 

writes that  a large but  illusory inheritance is created simply by m ixing the 
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two dist inct  records. He then warns against  pooling data about  

heterogeneous mater ial in general.  

Mit tal (1991)  refers to this form  of the paradox as Yule’s Associat ion 

Paradox, while he refers to the case shown by Sim pson (1951)  as Yule’s 

Reversal Paradox (because the signs in the aggregated table are reversed) . 

Mit tal (1991)  quotes Nagel as the source for at taching the name of Yule to 

these two types of paradoxes. 

An interpretat ion related to im pact  

Direct  impact :  a fict it ious example 

The boxes in Table 7, taken from (Ramanana-Rahary et  al. 2009) , 

represent  direct  im pact  (citat ions per publicat ion) . Research is performed 

by two count r ies in two related disciplines. We add a row for 'All count r ies' 

(here the two count r ies) . We see that  Country 2 is bet ter than Country 1 

in Discipline 1 as well as in Discipline 2. Yet  adding the results leads to the 

opposite conclusion. 

 

Table 7  An example of direct  impact  

Direct  im pact   

( fract ions)  
Discipline 1  Discipline 2  

Total: all 

disciplines 

 Country 1   60 /  100 =  0.60 1 /  10 =  0.10 61 /  110 =  0.55 

 Country 2    9 /  10 =  0.90 30 /  100 =  0.30 39 /  110 =  0.35 

All countr ies 69 /  110 =  0.63 31 /  110 =  0.28 100 /  220 =  0.45 

 

Relat ive impact :  an example 

The example above also produces an inversion for relat ive impacts. I f,  

instead of comparing Country 1 and Country 2, we com pare each count ry 

separately to their  aggregate 'All count r ies’, say “ the World’, we see that  

in the above example:  (Score Country 1)  <  (Score all count r ies)  in 

Disciplines 1 and 2, i.e. the relat ive im pact  with respect  to The World, of 

Country 1 is infer ior to unity, but  (Country 1)  >  (All count r ies)  for All 

disciplines, i.e. its world relat ive impact  is superior to unity. For Country 2 
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the opposite holds. Numerical values of relat ive impacts are given in Table 

8. 

 

Table 8  Relat ive im pacts expressed as fract ions 

Relat ive 

im pact  
Discipline 1  Discipline 2  All disciplines 

Country 1   
(60/ 100)  /  (69/ 110)  

=  0.96 

(1/ 10)  /  (31/ 110)   

=  0.35 

(61/ 110)  /  (100/ 220)  

=  1.22 

Country 2  
(9/ 10)  /  (69/ 110)  

=  1.43 

(30/ 100)  /  (31/ 110)   

=  1.06 

(39/ 110)  /  (100/ 220)   

=  0.78 

All 

countr ies 

(69/ 110)  /  (69/ 110)  

=  1.00 

(31/ 110)  /  (31/ 110)   

=  1.00 

(100/ 220)  /  

(100/ 220)  

=  1.00 

 

An abst ract  framework 

Let  us put  this in an abst ract  fram ework. The Yule-Simpson paradox 

occurs if Table 9 is given, together with the requirements that  A/ U <  C/ W 

and B/ V < D/X while (A+B)/ (U+V) ≥ (C+ D) /  (W+ X) . 

 

Table 9  General framework for the Yule-Sim pson paradox 

 Discipline 1  Discipline 2  All disciplines 

Player 1  A/ U B/ V (A+ B) / (U+ V)  

Player 2  C/ W D/ X (C+ D) / (W+ X) 

All players (A+ C) / (U+ W) (B+ D)/ (V+ X)  (A+ B+ C+ D) / (U+ V+ W+ X) 

 

Note that  A, B, C, D, U, V, W, and X are given, not  just  the numerical 

values of the fract ions. From now on, we assume that  the reader 

understands the Yule-Simpson paradox and hence we will simply refer to 

it  as the Yule-Simpson phenomenon. 

We recall from  (Ramanana-Rahary et  al. 2009)  two simple 

mathemat ical results, using the general term  ‘player ’ instead of ‘count ry’.  

Proposit ion 1 

The Yule-Simpson phenomenon is present  for the pair  (Player 1, Player 

2)  for direct  im pact , if and only if it  is also present  for relat ive impact . 
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This follows immediately from the fact  that  if in an equalit y both sides 

are mult iplied or divided by the sam e posit ive number, the inequality 

stays invar iant .  

Proposit ion 2 

The Yule-Simpson phenomenon for the pair  (Player1, Player2)  is 

present  if and only if it  is present  for the pair  (Player1, Both Players) . 

Real- w orld citat ion exam ples 

The Essent ial Science I ndicators 

The examples we will show are ret r ieved from the Essent ial Science 

I ndicators (ESI ) . Data from the Science Citat ion I ndex-Expanded (SCI E)  

and the Social Sciences Citat ion I ndex (SSCI )  in the Web of Science 

(WoS)  Core Collect ion are subdivided into 22 broad fields based on 

publicat ion and citat ion performance (Essent ial Science I ndicators 2020) . 

These 22 broad fields are shown in the appendix (Table 14) . Data, only 

art icles and reviews, cover a rolling 10-year per iod and include bimonthly 

updates. For our invest igat ion, it  is important  to recall that  art icles are 

classif ied according to the journal in which they are published and that  

each journal is assigned to only one field. Mult idisciplinary journals, 

however, are an except ion to this rule:  here a reclassif icat ion is performed 

at  the paper level, based on an analysis of the cited references. Data were 

collected in Septem ber 2020. We rest r icted data to count r ies that  have at  

least  500 publicat ions (over a 10-year per iod) , except  for a few cases 

where we compared a count ry with all the other count r ies in the database, 

for which the Yule-Simpson phenomenon occurs rarely. 

The role of a discipline (as in Table 9)  is played by one ESI  field. We do 

not  intend to be complete and to com bine each ESI  f ield with each other 

ESI  field ( it  makes lit t le sense to combine, e.g., Chem ist ry with Social 

Sciences, General) .  We just  provide some examples in fields for which it  

may be acceptable to combine them .  

Differences in impact  (cites per publicat ion)  are often rather small so 

that  one may say that  they are not  stat ist ically significant . Yet , we do not  
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step into the stat ist ical morass of significance test ing (Schneider 2015) 

and just  st ick to rankings.  

Examples where the Yule-Simpson phenomenon occurs are shown in 

Tables 10-14. 

Table 1 0 . Mathemat ics -  Physics 

Pair  Fields Mathem at ics Physics 
Union of the 

tw o fields 

 
Countr ies /  

regions 
   

1  

I ndia 
57,531/ 14,412  

=  3.99 

629,484/ 62,347 

=  10.10 

687,015/ 76,759 

=  8.95 

China 
499,826/ 98,963  

= 5.05 

2,776,267/ 268,479 

=  10.34 

3,276,093/ 367,44

2 =  8.92 

2 

Spain 
94,778/ 18,510  

=  5.12 

788,581/ 40,532 =  

19.46 

883,359/ 59,042 

=  14.96 

Canada 
93,442/ 17,060  

=  5.48 

618,910/ 31,724 =  

19.51 

712,352/ 48,784 

=  14.60 

3  

Czech Rep. 
21,983/ 5,265  

=  4.18 

232,167/ 13,950 =  

16.64 

254,150/ 19,215 

=  13.23 

South 

Afr ica 

15,826/ 3,457  

=  4.58 

116,993/ 6,782 =  

17.25 

132,819/ 10,239 

=  12.97 

4 

Thailand 
7,760/ 2,062  

=  3.76 

54,882/ 3,804 =  

14.43 

62,642/ 5,866 =  

10.68 

Romania 
37,077/ 7,548  

=  4.91 

144,592/ 9,611 =  

15.04 

181,669/ 17,159 

=  10.59 

5  

Poland 
45,347/ 11,818 

=  3.84 

388,627/ 29,717 =  

13.08 

433,974/ 41,535 

=  10.45 

Turkey 
50,640/ 11,103 

=  4.56 

220,212/ 16,588 =  

13.28 

433,974/ 41,535 

=  9.78 

 

Table 1 1 . Molecular Biology & Genet ics – Neuroscience & Behavior 

Pair  Fields 

Molecular  

Biology &  

Genet ics 

Neuroscience &  

Behavior 

Union of the 

tw o fields 

 
Countr ies /  

regions 
   

1  

Singapore 
234,333/ 5,471 

=  42.83 

61,580/ 3,041 =  

20.25 

295,913/ 8,512 =  

34.76 

Finland 
216,039/ 4,654 

=  46.42 

124,023/ 5,153 =  

24.07 

340,062/ 9,807 =  

34.68 

2 

Northern 

I reland 

41,464/ 769 =  

53.92 

15,953/ 636 =  

25.08 

57,417/ 1,405 =  

40.87 

Wales 
96,910/ 1,745 =  

55.54 

68,065/ 2,512 =  

27.10 

164,975/ 4,257 =  

38.75 
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3  

Slovenia 
25,336/ 757 =  

33.47 

13,042/ 658 =  

19.82 

38,378/ 1,415 =  

27.12 

Australia 
596,389/ 17,538 

=  34.01 

516,531/ 24,153 =  

21.39 

1,112,920/ 41,691 

=  26.69 

 
 

Table 1 2 . Computer Science – Mathem at ics 

Pair  Fields 
Com puter  

Science 
Mathem at ics 

Union of the 

tw o fields 

 
Countr ies /  

regions 
   

1  

The 

Netherlands 

79,050/ 7,140 

=  11.07 

25,789/ 4,508 =  

5.72 

104,839/ 11,648 

=  9.00 

England 
271,827/ 24,12

5 =  11.27 

130,313/ 20,992 =  

6.21 

402,140/ 45,117 

=  8.91 

2 

Wales 
15,328/ 1,382 

=  11.09 
5,185/ 864 =  6.00 

20,513/ 2,246 =  

9.13 

Finland 
45,640/ 4,087 

=  11.17 

17,583/ 2,880 =  

6.11 

63,223/ 6,967 =  

9.07 

3  

Malaysia 
40,311/ 4,275 

=  9.43 

8,605/ 1,782 =  

4.83 

48,916/ 6,057 =  

8.08 

Greece 
52,053/ 5,357 

=  9.72 

18,302/ 3,390 =  

5.40 

70,355/ 8,747 =  

8.04 

4 

I reland 
24,065/ 2,540 

=  9.47 

8,799/ 1,729 =  

5.09 

32,864/ 4,269 =  

7.70 

Belgium  
46,543/ 4,853 

=  9.59 

26,759/ 4,733 =  

5.65 

73,302/ 9,586 =  

7.65 

 

 

Table 1 3 . Clinical Medicine – Molecular Biology & Genet ics 

Pair  Fields 
Clinical 

Medicine 

Molecular  Biology 

&  Genet ics 

Union of the 

tw o fields 

 
Countr ies /  

regions 
   

1  

USA 
17,699,989/ 92

6,526 =  19.10 

6,722,408/ 184,228 

=  36.49 

24,422,397/ 1,110

,754 =  21.99 

Greece 
575,770/ 29,34

3 =  19.62 

98,950/ 2,562 =  

38.62 

674,720/ 31,905 

=  21.15 

2 

Singapore 
389,425/ 19,65

8 =  19.81 

234,333/ 5,471 =  

42.83 

623,758/ 25,129 

=  24.82 

I reland 
404,061/ 19,04

1 =  21.22 

137,677/ 3,007 =  

45.79 

541,738/ 22,048 

=  24.57 

3  

I srael 
577,269/ 30,09

1= 19.18 

248,119/ 6,611 =  

37.53 

825,388/ 36,702 

=  22.49 

Greece 
575,770/ 29,34

3 =  19.62 

98,950/ 2,562 =  

38.62 

674,720/ 31,905 

=  21.15 

4 
Germany 

4,028,859/ 211,

381 =  19.06 

1,474,034/ 44,261 

=  33.30 

5,502,893/ 255,64

2 =  21.53 

Greece 575,770/ 29,34 98,950/ 2,562 =  674,720/ 31,905 
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3 =  19.62 38.62 =  21.15 

 

 

Table 1 4 . Clinical Medicine – Biology & Biochem ist ry 

Pair  Fields 
Clinical 

Medicine 

Biology &  

Biochem istry 

Union of the 

tw o fields 

 
Countr ies /  

regions 
   

1  

Colom bia 
137,736/ 6,459 

=  21.32 

17,711/ 1,583 =  

11.19 

155,447/ 8,042= 1

9.33 

Argent ina 
238,754/ 10,68

1 =  22.35 

72,420/ 5,854 =  

12.37 

311,174/ 16,535 

=  18.82 

2 

Philippines 
91,065/ 2,003 

=  45.46 
4,759/ 530 =  8.98 

95,824/ 2,533 =  

37.83 

Ukraine 
79,517/ 1,562 

=  50,91 

11,264/ 995 =  

11.32 

90,781/ 2,557 =  

35.50 

3  

Vietnam  
73,058/ 2,200 

=  33.21 

10,451/ 1,039 

= 10.06 

83,509/ 3,239 =  

25.78 

Costa Rica 
25,090/ 673 =  

37.28 

6,021/ 569 =  10.58 31,111/ 1,242 =  

25.05 

4 

Qatar 
76,059/ 3,670 

=  20.72 
7,770/ 630 =  12.33 

83,829/ 4,300 =  

19.50 

Argent ina 
238,754/ 10,68

1 =  22.35 

72,420/ 5,854 =  

12.37 

311,174/ 16,535 

=  18.82 

 

Although a rather rare event , we also found examples of the Yule-

Simpson phenomenon between a count ry and all other count r ies in the 

database, see Table 15. Here, we included cases with less than 500 

publicat ions. 

 
Table 1 5  Comparisons with the World 

Pair  Fields 

Molecular  

Biology &  

Genet ics 

Neuroscience &  

Behavior 
Union of the 

tw o fields 

1  

Vietnam  
12,590/ 536 =  

23.49 
2,896/ 167 =  17.34 

15,486/ 703 =   

22.03 

All others  
12,098,390 /  

500,861=  24.16 

10,034,241/ 539,13

1 =  18.61 

22,132,631/ 1,039

,992 =  21.28 

2 

Bangladesh 
10,792/ 460 =  

23.46 
2,674/ 165 =  16.21 

13,466/ 625 =  

21.55 

All others 
12,100,188/ 500,

937 =  24.16 

10,034,463/ 539,13

3 =  18.61 

22,134,651/ 104,0

70 =  21.28 

 Fields 
Com puter  

Science 
Mathem at ics 

Union of the 

tw o fields 
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3  

Taiw an 
121,248/ 14,414 

=  8.41 

33,194/ 7,089 =  

4.68 

154,442/ 21,503 

=  7.18 

All others 
3,362,268/ 394,4

45 =  8.52 

2,162,699/ 451,667 

=  4.79 

5,524,967/ 846,11

2 =  6.53 

 Fields 

Social 

Sciences, 

General 

Econom ics &  

Business 

Union of the 

tw o fields 

4 

Ethiopia 
18,742/ 2,389 =  

7.85 
1,915/ 193 =  9.92 

20,657/ 2,582 =  

8,00 

All others 
7,982,499/ 1,021

,260 = 7.82 

2,920,014/ 300,898 

=  9.70 

10,902,513/ 1,322

,158 =  8.25 

 

Remarks 

1. We found several more examples involving count r ies and fields with 

fewer publicat ions. 

2. The cases shown in this cont r ibut ion are just  examples of a 

phenomenon that  m ight  not  be well-known to all colleagues. We did not  

check the ‘correctness’ of the data in the used database. 

3. Countr ies that  are compared have relat ive citat ions that  do not  differ  

much, although their  absolute numbers of publicat ions and citat ions 

may differ considerably. As count r ies are rarely compared in this way, 

this leads to unexpected ‘relat ives’.  So we see I ndia and China, the 

Netherlands and England, Qatar and Argent ina and the USA and 

Greece, to name a few. 

4. The ESI  categories are disjoint  and hence it  makes sense to add 

publicat ions and citat ions. A sim ilar exercise is not  direct ly possible with 

WoS categories or SCI mago categories. 

5. I ncites uses whole count ing and hence when two count r ies are 

compared a part  of their  data overlap. The Yule-Simpson phenomenon 

between two count r ies m ight  or m ight  not  occur if fract ional count ing 

were used. Moreover, assume that  one removes all co-authored art icles 

between two count r ies then again the Yule-Sim pson phenomenon may 

or may not  occur. I ndeed, inequalit ies may reverse when removing joint  

publicat ions and their  citat ions. Let  A/ U <  C/ W as in 400/ 300 <  

500/ 350. I f now these count r ies have 200 publicat ions with 100 
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citat ions in com mon and these are removed then we have 300/ 100 >  

400/ 150 with reversed inequalit y.  

Conclusions 

Although the Yule-Sim pson phenom enon in citat ion analysis is not  

common, it  isn’t  ext remely rare either. This is shown in this cont r ibut ion. 

I t  is a phenomenon one should be aware of, otherwise one may encounter  

unforeseen surpr ises. Assume, for instance, that  it  is the scient ific aim  of 

a count ry to do bet ter, citat ion-wise, than world average in the two 

related fields F1 and F2. Then this aim  may be reached for the union of the 

two fields, but  for none of the fields separately. Such a possibility is just  a 

mathemat ical fact .  The COVI D-19 example and the histor ical examples 

illust rated that  the Yule-Sim pson phenomenon may occur in any aspect  of 

life.  

From the histor ical examples, we learned that  one can make a 

dist inct ion between two cases. Somet imes, such as in the Berkeley 

students case and for the kidney stone case, there is a clear (hum an)  

select ion procedure at  work and it  m akes no sense to aggregate data. 

Somet imes, as in the COVI D-19 example, there is a natural st rat if icat ion 

(age groups) , but  again it  is not  important  at  all to collect  informat ion on 

the aggregated data. So, in general, we think that  it  is not  a good idea to 

aggregate data as it  leads to a clear loss of informat ion. 

I n the citat ion analysis presented here, we art ificially aggregated fields, 

yet  these fields themselves are aggregates, and we did not  t ry to f ind the 

relat ion, e.g.,  between mathemat ics and its subfields (algebra, geometry, 

topology, analysis, etc.) . So for citat ion analysis, the answer to the 

quest ion “Should one aggregate or not?”  depends on the aim  of the 

invest igat ion. 

As an aside we showed that  in terms of relat ive citat ions, i.e. citat ions 

per publicat ion, large, well-known count r ies such as England and the USA 

may, in some fields, become comparable with smaller ones such as the 

Netherlands and Greece. 
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Appendix  

Table 1 6 . The 22 broad research fields used in the Essent ial Science 

I ndicators (ESI )  

No Research Fields 
W eb of Science 

Docum ents 
Cites Cites/ Paper 

1 Clinical Medicine 2,942,586 39,526,641 13.43 

2 Chemist ry 1,826,753 29,215,059 15.99 

3 Materials Science 985,562 15,895,770 16.13 

4 Engineer ing 1,491,145 14,079,684 9.44 

5 Biology & Biochemist ry 773,798 13,633,446 17.62 

6 Physics 1,114,358 13,258,475 11.90 

7 
Molecular Biology & 

Genet ics 
501,397 12,110,980 24.15 

8 Neuroscience & Behavior 539,298 10,037,137 18.61 

9 Social Sciences, General 1,023,649 8,001,241 7.82 

10 Environment / Ecology 583,684 7,971,101 13.66 

11 Plant  & Animal Science 778,100 7,795,841 10.02 

12 Geosciences 502,457 6,863,716 13.66 

13 Psychiat ry/ Psychology 449,811 5,785,883 12.86 

14 
Pharmacology & 

Toxicology 
435,488 5,771,696 13.25 

15 I mmunology 272,454 5,255,343 19.29 

16 Agricultural Sciences 461,003 4,683,342 10.16 

17 Microbiology 221,551 3,581,914 16.17 

18 Computer Science 408,859 3,483,516 8.52 

19 Economics & Business 301,091 2,921,929 9.70 

20 Space Science 154,642 2,913,112 18.84 

21 Mathemat ics 458,756 2,195,893 4.79 

22 Mult idisciplinary 23,406 423,822 18.11 

Note:  Data are collected in September 2020 
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